Thank you for purchasing

The All-in-One
Feeding Station

For further installation help or more

The All-in-One
Feeding Station
•Natural Eating •Quick to fill •Easy to Clean •Safe •Durable •Simple to fit

Installation Instructions

information please contact

0115 966 3836
info@parallaxplastics.co.uk
Watch our easy to follow YouTube
installation video by searching for:
The All-in-One horse Feeding Station

“The Natural Way to feed your horse”

You will need the following tools to install and fit “The All
in one Feeding Station “ correctly:


Electric Drill



Screwdriver



Minimum of 6 screws to secure the feeder to the wall



Raw plugs if drilling into masonry



An adjustable spanner



A Spirit Level



A marker pen



A helper is always useful



The buckets you intend to use inside The Feeding Station

STEP 1 — Fixing the bucket straps to the feeder
Adjust & Attach your bucket straps before attaching your feeder to the
wall



Attach one end of the plastic strap by threading the bolt through
the feeder and the plastic strap. ensure the bolt head is on the outside of the feeder.



Wrap the strap around the bucket and secure using the other bolt.

Use your bucket to measure how tight you require the strap


If your bucket has a metal handle attached we recommend you twist
it so that the handle sits underneath the rim of the feeder



Tighten all bolts with your spanner.

STEP 2 — Fixing The Feeding Station to the wall



Position your “All in one Feeding Station” in your chosen stable corner.



Place 10 cm off the ground to allow for seeds to drop out and
enough room for a sweeping brush to fit underneath.



Use a pen to mark the desired position on the stable wall.



Drill holes through the edge of the feeder using your electric drill. We

recommend you use at least 3 fixings per side of the feeder to securely fit to the wall . (As pictured below)


Use the 6 large washers supplied to help secure the fixing point these
will help stop the fixing head pulling through the
plastic.

Installation
should take no
longer than 30
minutes



Use your screws/ raw plugs simply drill the screws
through your pre-drilled holes securing in place.

For Breeze block & Brick walls
Avoid positioning the fixing holes directly into the mortar
between the blocks. Unsure you secure the feeder directly
to the block.

Fill and watch your horse enjoy!

